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Abstract. Imputation of missing values is an important data mining task for improv-
ing the quality of data mining results. The imputation based on similar records is
generally more accurate than the imputation based on all records of a data set. There-
fore, in this paper we present a novel algorithm called kDMI that employs two levels
of horizontal partitioning (based on a decision tree and k-NN algorithm) of a data set,
in order to find the records that are very similar to the one with missing value/s. Addi-
tionally, it uses a novel approach to automatically find the value of k for each record.
We evaluate the performance of kDMI over three high quality existing methods on
two real data sets in terms of four evaluation criteria. Our initial experimental results,
including 95% confidence interval analysis and statistical t-test analysis, indicate the
superiority of kDMI over the existing methods.

Keywords: Data pre-processing, data cleansing, missing value imputation, EM algorithm,
Decision Trees

1 Introduction

Data sets often have missing/corrupt values in them due to various reasons including equip-
ment malfunctioning, human errors, and faulty data transmission [5,12]. If an organization
does not take extreme care during data collection then approximately 5% or more miss-
ing/corrupt data may be introduced in the data sets [10, 14, 18]. The application of various
data mining alorithms, such as the classification and clustering algorithms, on the data sets
having missing/corrupt values is likely to produce inaccurate results which may make the
data sets less useful for the data miners [7]. Therefore, the imputation of missing values
is an important task for effective data mining. For imputing missing values a number of
methods have been proposed [1, 4, 12, 15, 19].

We consider a data set DF as a two dimensional table with N records (or rows) and M
attributes (or columns). The attributes of DF can be of two types namely numerical (e.g.
“9”, and “9.5”) and categorical (e.g. “Australia”, and “China”). Let R = {R1, R2, . . . , RN}
be the records of DF and A = {A1, A2, . . . , AM} be the attributes of DF . Also let rij be
the value of the jth attribute of the ith record. By rij =? we mean the value of rij is
missing.

For imputing the missing value/s of Ri, the existing methods generally use the similar-
ities of Ri with the other records of DF , and the correlations of the attributes of DF . Based
on the nature of imputation, the methods can be classified into two broad groups, namely
the global imputation and the local imputation [4].

Global imputation includes the methods that use global correlation structure of the
whole data set for imputing the missing values of a data set. Some existing methods such



as the Expectation Maximization based Imputation (EMI) [8, 15] fall in this group. EMI
uses the correlations between the attributes having missing values and the attributes having
available values, based on the whole data set, for imputing numerical missing values [15].
However, the methods that fall in this group are suitable only for the data sets that have
strong correlations of the attributes within the whole data sets [17].

Instead of using a whole data set, the methods that belong to the local imputation group
use only the similar records of Ri for imputing the missing value/s in Ri. The methods
such as k Nearest Neighbor based Imputation (kNNI) [2], Local Least Squares Imputation
(LLSI) [9], Iterative LLSI (ILLSI) [3], Bi-cluster based Iterative LLSI(IBLLS) [4] and De-
cision tree based Imputation (DMI) [12] fall in this group. For example, kNNI [2] first finds
a user-defined k-NN records of Ri by using the Euclidean distance measure. For imputing
a numerical missing value rij ∈ Ri, the method utilizes the mean value of the jth attribute
within the k most similar records Ri. If the jth attribute is categorical then the method
utilizes the most frequent value of the attribute within the k most similar records. kNNI
is a simple method that performs better on the data sets having strong local correlation
structure. However, the method can be found expensive for a large data set since for each
record Ri having missing value/s it finds k-NN records of Ri by searching the whole data
set. Moreover, the identification of a suitable value for k can be a challenging task.

Another local imputation based method called DMI [12] first divides a data set into
a number of mutually exclusive horizontal segments obtained by the leaves of a decision
tree (DT) obtained from the data set. The records belonging to each leaf (i.e. horizontal
segment) are expected to be similar to each other. The correlations among the attributes
for the records within a leaf are generally higher than the correlations of the attributes of
the whole data set. Therefore, DMI applies an EMI algorithm on the records within a leaf
instead of all records of the whole data set.

Fig. 1 presents a decision tree obtained from the CMC data set, which is available from
the UCI machine learning repository [6]. A decision tree considers an attribute as the class
attribute, which it aims to classify through the extracted patterns or logic rules. In the figure
the ovals represent the nodes and the rectangles represent the leaves. The path from the root
node to a leaf represents a logic rule. Each leaf contains a set of records (i.e. a horizontal
segment of the data set) that follow the logic rule of the leaf. Some leaves have all records
with the same class value. These leaves are called the homogeneous leaves. However, some
other leaves contain records with different class values, and they are called the heteroge-
neous leaves. The records having different class values are likely to be dissimilar to each
other. The dissimilarity of two records cause them to have different class values. For ex-
ample, if two patients have different diseases (i.e. class values) such as “Liver Cancer” and
“Hey Fever” then it is very likely that their health data are also very different. The existence
of heterogeneous leaves within a DT therefore indicates the grouping of dissimilar records
together in a leaf. This may cause an imputation accuracy drop for DMI since the main idea
of DMI is to apply EMI within the groups of similar records.

We argue that the performance of DMI can be improved if it applies EMI on the similar
records of a leaf instead of all records of the leaf. For example, there are 369 records in Leaf
4 of the tree presented in Figure 1. Out of the 369 records 90 have class value “N”, 126
have “L” and 153 have “S”. The existence of different class values for the records indicate
some dissimilarity among them. The records having the same class value are perhaps more
similar to each other than the records with different class values.

Therefore, we propose to find similar records within a leaf and then apply EMI on them.
If Ri has a missing value then we first identify the leaf where Ri falls in, and then find the
k number of records (within the leaf) that are similar to Ri. Finally, EMI can be applied



on the k records to impute the missing value in Ri. We argue that the records within a leaf
are generally similar to each other. Moreover, we extract a group of records that are even
more similar to Ri by finding the k most similar records of Ri within the leaf where Ri

falls in. Therefore, applying EMI within this similar group of records should produce better
imputation accuracy.

We propose a novel technique called kDMI which considers two levels of partitions.
In the first level, kDMI divides a data set into a number of mutually exclusive horizontal
segments that are obtained by the leaves of a decision tree built on the data set. In the
second level, it finds the k number of records that are the most similar to Ri, among all
records of the leaf where Ri falls in. Additionally, kDMI automatically identifies the best
value for k by using our novel algorithm (see Algorithm 1). The method finally imputes the
missing values of Ri through applying the EMI algorithm on the best k-NN records.

In this paper we have the following novel contributions: 1) The consideration of two
levels of horizontal partitioning in order to improve the imputation accuracy, 2) A novel
algorithm to automatically find the best k-NN records, of a record Ri, within a leaf, 3) A
set of experimentations indicating a higher imputation accuracy by the proposed technique
than the existing methods, and 4) The execution time complexity analysis pointing a lower
time complexity for kDMI than the other existing local imputation methods. The existing
methods, such as IBLLS [4], ILLSI [3] find k-NN records by searching a whole data set
whereas kDMI finds k-NN records by searching a leaf resulting in a better time complexity
for kDMI.

Based on four evaluation criteria namely co-efficient of determination (R2), index of
agreement (d2), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) we
evaluate the performance of kDMI over the performances of three high quality existing
methods namely DMI, EMI, and IBLLS on two real data sets namely CMC and Autompg.
In the experiment we use 32 missing combinations for simulating missing values. The
initial experimental results, including 95% confidence interval analysis and statistical t-test
analysis, indicate a clear superiority of kDMI over the existing methods.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Our novel method kDMI is presented in
Section 2. Section 3 presents experimental results and discussions, and Section 4 provides
the concluding remarks.

2 A Novel Imputation Method–kDMI

We first discuss the basic concepts of the proposed technique called kDMI before intro-
ducing the algorithms in details.

2.1 Basic Concept

The EMI algorithm generally performs better on a data set having higher correlations for the
attributes of the data set. The attribute correlations for the records within a leaf are generally
higher than the attribute correlations of the whole data set [12]. Therefore, DMI [12] first
builds DTs from a data set by using a decision tree (DT) algorithm such as C4.5 [11] and
then horizontally divides the data set by the leaves where the records belonging to a leaf are
considered as a horizontal partition. The records in each partition/leaf are expected to be
similar to each other. DMI then applies an EMI algorithm in each leaf for imputing missing
values within the leaf.

The existence of different class values in a heterogeneous leaf, indicates low similarities
between the records. The low similarity among the records can drop the quality of the DMI



imputation. However, even in a heterogeneous leaf the records that have the same class
value are supposed to be similar to each other. We now explain the concepts using a real
data set called CMC which is publicly available in the UCI machine learning repository [6].
We build a decision tree (DT) from the CMC data set by using the C4.5 algorithm [11] as
shown in Fig. 1. Note that the natural class attribute of CMC is “Contraceptive Method
Used” which has three class values namely “N”, “L”, and “S”.

Due to the heterogeneity in a leaf such as Leaf 4, the average similarities among the
90 records that share the same class value “N” is expected to be higher than the average
similarities of all 369 records within the leaf. This is also reflected in our empirical test on
the CMC data set (Fig. 2). We first calculate SD, which is the average of the similarities of
all records with all other records in the whole data set. This is presented in the first column
of Fig. 2. We then calculate Sl, which is the average of the similarities of all records within
a leaf Ll with all other records within the same leaf. The average of all such similarities for
all leaves (SL) is presented in the 2nd column of Fig. 2. Clearly SL is greater than SD. We
then calculate SL,N , which is the average of the similarities for all records having the class
value N within the leaves. This is presented in the 3rd column. Similarly, SL,L and SL,S

are also calculated. SL,L and SL,S are the averages of the similarities for all records having
the class value L and S, respectively. It is clear from the figure that the similarities among
the records having the same class values within the leaves are higher than the similarities
among the records within the leaves.

Fig. 1. A decision tree (DT) built from CMC data set. Fig. 2. Similarity analysis on
CMC data set.

Therefore, we argue that the performance of DMI can be improved by applying EMI
on only the records that are similar to the record Ri within the same leaf where Ri falls in,
instead of applying EMI on all records of the leaf. Therefore we propose a method called
kDMI which imputes missing values by partitioning the data set horizontally in two levels;
the First Level partitioning and the Second Level partitioning.

2.2 The First Level Partitioning

In this step, we divide a data set DF into two sub data sets namely DC and DI where
DC contains records without missing values and DI contains records with missing values.
For each attribute Aj ∈ A having missing values (in DI ), we build a decision tree (DT)
Tj through applying a decision tree algorithm such as C4.5 [11] on DC by considering



the attribute Aj as the class attribute. If Aj is numerical then we first generalize values
of Aj in DC into NC categories where NC is the square root of the difference between
the maximum and minimum values of Aj . Note that for each Tj we have a set of logic
rules Sj = {Sj1, Sj2, . . . , Sjp}. For each logic rule Sjl of Tj , we generate a horizontal
partition (i.e. a leaf) Ljl taking the records, from DF , that satisfy the logic rule Sjl. If a
logic rule states that if(X = x1)and(Y = y1) → (Z = z1) then any record having
X = x1 and Y = y1 is considered to satisfy the rule. Thus, we get mutually exclusive
horizontal partitions of the data set where in each partition we have a set of records for the
corresponding logic rule Sjl.

2.3 The Second Level Partitioning

For a missing value rij ∈ Ri, of a record Ri of DI , we first identify the leaf Ljl, using
Tj , where the record Ri belongs to. If Ri falls in multiple leaves (due to the missing value
being tested for the leaves) then we use any of them. From the set of records belonging
to Ljl we next find the best kNN records that are the most similar to Ri, by using our
novel algorithm BestKNN (see Algorithm 1). Our BestKNN algorithm automatically finds
a suitable value of k for the k-NN as follows.

The BestKNN algorithm takes as input the record Ri having missing values and the
leaf Ljl where Ri falls in. The leaf Ljl has n number of records. In order to automatically
find the best value for k, the algorithm first artificially creates a missing value (the actual
value of which is available) in riz ∈ Ri; z 6= j. The algorithm then uses different k values
(ranging from 2 to n) to impute riz . Finally, it takes the k value for which we get the best
imputation accuracy. We next explain the process of finding the k value in more details as
follows.

For each k value (ranging from 2 to n) the algorithm finds the set of kNN records
(dk) of Ri from Ljl by using the kNNI algorithm [2]. The algorithm then imputes the
missing value of riz by applying the EMI algorithm [15] on the k-NN records. Based on
the imputed value and the actual value AV (which is known to us) the algorithm calculates
the RMSEk [8]. Note that RMSEk values are calculated for all sets of k-NN records for
the same riz . The best value for k is chosen from the set of kNN records dk that produces
the minimum RMSEk value. This horizontal segment of the best k − NN records of a
record Ri is considered as the second level partition.

Algorithm 1: BestKNN()
Input : A record Ri having missing value/s and a leaf Ljl having n records
Output : Best kNN records dk of Ri from Ljl

z = FindIndexOfAvailableV alue(Ri); /* Find an index z of a numerical attribute for which the value of
riz is available*/
AV = riz ; /*Preserve the value riz ∈ Ri into a variable actual value (AV)*/
riz =?; /*Artificially create missing values into riz*/
for k = 2 to n do

dk ← FindKNNrecords(Ri, Ljl, k);/* Find the kNN records of Ri from Ljl by using the kNNI
algorithm [2]*/
riz ← EMI(Ri, dk);/* Impute riz by using the EMI algorithm [15] on the kNN records dk*/
RMSEk ← CalculateRMSE(AV, riz); /*Calculate RMSE [8] between the actual value AV and the
imputed value riz*/

end
Find a set of kNN records dk as the best kNN records, for which the value of RMSEk is the minimum;

Return the best kNN records dk;



2.4 Imputation

Once the best kNN records of Ri from the leaf Ljl are found, we impute the real missing
value rij ∈ Ri as follows. If rij is numerical then we impute rij by applying the EMI
algorithm [15] on the best set of k-NN records. On the other hand, if rij is categorical we
use the most frequent value of Aj from the best k-NN records as the imputed value.

By applying the similar approach, discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, we impute
other missing value/s (if any) of Ri. Similarly we impute all other records having missing
values in DI .

Since kDMI finds the best kNN records from a leaf, we expect a lower computational
complexity for kDMI than the existing k-NN methods such as IBLLS [4], ILLSI [3] where
the existing methods find a suitable value for k by searching the whole data set. This is also
reflected in the computational complexity analysis in the next section (see Table 3).

3 Experimental Results and Discussion

We implement our novel method kDMI and three high quality existing methods namely
DMI [12], EMI [15], and IBLLS [4] for imputing missing values. We compare the per-
formance of kDMI over the existing methods on two real data sets namely Autompg and
Contraceptive Method Choice (CMC) that are publicly available in the UCI machine learn-
ing repository [6].

The Autompg data set has 398 records with a mixture of 5 numerical and 3 categorical
attributes. The data set contains 6 records with natural missing values. For experimentation,
we remove the records having missing values and thereby create a data set having 392
records without any missing values. Besides, the CMC data set has 1473 records with
a mixture of 2 numerical and 8 categorical attributes. There are no records with natural
missing values. Therefore, for CMC data set we use all 1473 records in the experiment.

We now artificially create missing values in the data sets by using four missing pat-
terns namely Simple, Medium, Complex and Blended, four missing ratios: 1%, 3%, 5%,
and 10%, and two missing models namely Overall and Uniformly Distributed (UD). The
detailed description about the simulation of missing values is available in the literature [8,
12, 13].

Note that we have altogether 32 missing combinations (i.e. 4 missing ratios× 4 missing
patterns× 2 missing models) for each data set. For each missing combination we create 10
data sets. Therefore, we create 320 (i.e. 32 missing combinations × 10 data sets for each
combination) data sets for each data set.

We then impute the data sets by kDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS. For evaluating the
performance of the methods we use four well known performance indicators namely co-
efficient of determination (R2), index of agreement (d2), root mean squared error (RMSE)
and mean absolute error (MAE). The detailed description about the evaluation criteria is
available in the literature [8, 12, 16].

We now present the performance of kDMI, DMI, EMI and IBLLS on the Autompg
and CMC data sets in terms of RMSE and MAE in Table 1, where the bold values
indicate that best results among the methods. In the table, we present the average values
of evaluation criteria on 10 data sets for each missing combination. For Autompg data
set, kDMI performs the best in 32 (out of 32) combinations in terms of both RMSE and
MAE. Moreover, for R2 and d2 (not shown in the table), kDMI performs the best in 30,
and 28 combinations, respectively. DMI generally performs the second best. Similarly, for
the CMC data set, kDMI performs the best in 28, 29, 27 and 31 combinations in terms of



RMSE, MAE, R2, and d2, respectively. Like the Autompg data set, DMI performs the
second best in the CMC data set.

Table 1. Performance of kDMI, DMI, EMI, and IBLLS on Autompg and CMC data sets in terms of
RMSE and MAE.

Missing combination Id
Autompg data set CMC data set

RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

1%

Overall

Simple 1 0.070 0.078 0.090 0.087 0.052 0.059 0.069 0.068 0.155 0.160 0.168 0.187 0.118 0.119 0.128 0.136
Medium 2 0.065 0.076 0.088 0.092 0.053 0.067 0.069 0.074 0.160 0.169 0.170 0.275 0.118 0.131 0.133 0.201
Complex 3 0.101 0.101 0.104 0.137 0.074 0.075 0.079 0.101 0.179 0.187 0.188 0.349 0.139 0.142 0.145 0.271
Blended 4 0.088 0.099 0.103 0.138 0.067 0.069 0.074 0.096 0.174 0.180 0.180 0.294 0.137 0.137 0.141 0.218

UD

Simple 5 0.071 0.071 0.084 0.096 0.053 0.054 0.063 0.076 0.146 0.157 0.165 0.173 0.111 0.119 0.128 0.135
Medium 6 0.089 0.090 0.119 0.133 0.065 0.067 0.093 0.100 0.169 0.177 0.184 0.285 0.137 0.140 0.143 0.214
Complex 7 0.093 0.104 0.109 0.146 0.074 0.080 0.087 0.112 0.166 0.169 0.172 0.328 0.137 0.136 0.138 0.257
Blended 8 0.078 0.084 0.091 0.113 0.057 0.062 0.068 0.091 0.169 0.178 0.183 0.284 0.137 0.142 0.147 0.214

3%

Overall

Simple 9 0.082 0.084 0.087 0.095 0.059 0.061 0.067 0.070 0.164 0.160 0.166 0.195 0.119 0.120 0.126 0.150
Medium 10 0.078 0.091 0.094 0.106 0.059 0.066 0.071 0.072 0.172 0.174 0.177 0.268 0.132 0.133 0.137 0.198
Complex 11 0.112 0.115 0.127 0.150 0.085 0.087 0.099 0.103 0.200 0.203 0.205 0.355 0.153 0.158 0.160 0.271
Blended 12 0.091 0.095 0.097 0.107 0.067 0.070 0.073 0.072 0.177 0.180 0.186 0.290 0.138 0.138 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 13 0.083 0.088 0.097 0.098 0.060 0.063 0.072 0.070 0.166 0.166 0.170 0.203 0.122 0.126 0.131 0.159
Medium 14 0.087 0.092 0.107 0.105 0.063 0.068 0.084 0.078 0.180 0.184 0.189 0.290 0.135 0.140 0.146 0.218
Complex 15 0.110 0.128 0.130 0.166 0.095 0.099 0.101 0.113 0.191 0.184 0.185 0.352 0.154 0.147 0.148 0.270
Blended 16 0.093 0.094 0.101 0.107 0.069 0.069 0.075 0.077 0.174 0.174 0.175 0.280 0.132 0.133 0.135 0.208

5%

Overall

Simple 17 0.083 0.084 0.096 0.090 0.057 0.061 0.072 0.065 0.159 0.161 0.166 0.190 0.117 0.123 0.128 0.145
Medium 18 0.097 0.097 0.101 0.111 0.068 0.070 0.075 0.075 0.179 0.178 0.181 0.286 0.130 0.136 0.139 0.210
Complex 19 0.107 0.129 0.130 0.141 0.075 0.099 0.100 0.103 0.194 0.198 0.199 0.357 0.154 0.155 0.155 0.270
Blended 20 0.086 0.089 0.096 0.109 0.061 0.065 0.072 0.074 0.173 0.181 0.186 0.290 0.135 0.137 0.142 0.214

UD

Simple 21 0.083 0.085 0.089 0.091 0.059 0.061 0.067 0.065 0.168 0.171 0.173 0.207 0.124 0.129 0.132 0.157
Medium 22 0.095 0.095 0.101 0.107 0.071 0.071 0.077 0.080 0.171 0.173 0.178 0.271 0.132 0.133 0.138 0.200
Complex 23 0.113 0.120 0.122 0.143 0.091 0.094 0.097 0.101 0.180 0.186 0.187 0.351 0.142 0.145 0.146 0.268
Blended 24 0.097 0.102 0.105 0.123 0.071 0.075 0.079 0.085 0.178 0.180 0.183 0.280 0.136 0.137 0.140 0.206

10%

Overall

Simple 25 0.083 0.085 0.096 0.098 0.057 0.060 0.072 0.069 0.166 0.169 0.172 0.199 0.125 0.127 0.129 0.151
Medium 26 0.093 0.097 0.102 0.111 0.070 0.072 0.077 0.076 0.170 0.179 0.182 0.279 0.133 0.138 0.140 0.206
Complex 27 0.112 0.123 0.128 0.154 0.090 0.093 0.098 0.116 0.182 0.190 0.191 0.356 0.145 0.147 0.148 0.269
Blended 28 0.095 0.108 0.113 0.123 0.080 0.081 0.087 0.084 0.177 0.180 0.182 0.282 0.135 0.137 0.139 0.206

UD

Simple 29 0.084 0.086 0.093 0.095 0.060 0.063 0.070 0.068 0.168 0.170 0.174 0.198 0.127 0.129 0.132 0.151
Medium 30 0.095 0.099 0.104 0.121 0.071 0.074 0.079 0.084 0.178 0.181 0.185 0.275 0.135 0.138 0.140 0.201
Complex 31 0.112 0.123 0.125 0.161 0.092 0.096 0.099 0.112 0.193 0.189 0.190 0.341 0.152 0.149 0.150 0.260
Blended 32 0.094 0.101 0.106 0.133 0.072 0.075 0.080 0.098 0.176 0.179 0.180 0.279 0.131 0.139 0.140 0.203

Score (Out of 32) 32 0 0 0 32 0 0 0 28 4 0 0 29 3 0 0

We present the 95% confidence interval analysis on Autompg and CMC data sets for all
32 missing combinations in Fig. 3. Due to the space limitation we present the confidence
interval analysis only for d2. In Fig. 3 X-axis represents the missing combination IDs and
Y-axis represents the d2 values.

It is clear from the figure that kDMI has the better average values (and no overlap of
confidence intervals) than DMI, EMI and IBLLS for most of the missing combinations
except 6 combinations (marked by the circles) in the Autompg data set (Fig. 3(a)) and 2
combinations in the CMC data set (Fig. 3(b)). It is also clear from the figures that for the
complex and blended missing patterns IBLLS in general performs poorly, whereas kDMI
handles those missing patterns well. Even for high missing ratios kDMI performs almost
equally well.

In Fig. 4, we present the aggregated performances based on R2 for all methods in terms
of missing ratios, missing models, and missing patterns on the Autompg (Fig. 4(a)) and
CMC (Fig. 4(b)) data sets. The figures show that for all cases kDMI outperforms other
methods in terms of R2. Note that kDMI also outperforms other methods in terms of d2,
RMSE, and MAE (not presented here) for both data sets.

We also present the overall performances (i.e. the average accuracy calculated from the
320 data sets) based on R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE for the Autompg and the CMC data
set in Table 2. For the data sets the overall imputation accuracy of kDMI is higher than the
overall imputation accuracy of other methods. For the Autompg data set the overall imputa-
tion accuracy of kDMI in terms of R2, d2, RMSE, and MAE, are 0.834, 0.949,0.091, and



(a) Confidence interval on Autompg data set

(b) Confidence interval on CMC data set

Fig. 3. 95% confidence interval analysis on Autompg and CMC data sets based on d2.

0.068, respectively. These results are better than the results of DMI, EMI and IBLLS. Sim-
ilarly we get better imputation accuracy for kDMI on CMC in terms of R2, d2, RMSE,
and MAE.

In Fig. 5, we present the percentage of the combinations (out of the total 64 combi-
nations for the two data sets) where the methods perform the best. For example, kDMI
performs the best in 95.31% combinations in terms of MAE (Figure 5(d)).



(a) R2 on Autompg data set

(b) R2 on CMC data set

Fig. 4. Aggregated performance on Autompg and CMC data sets.

We also present a statistical significance analysis using t-test for all 32 missing combi-
nations of all data sets in Fig. 6. The figure shows that kDMI performs significantly better
than other methods at p = 0.05 in terms of all evaluation criteria for the Autompg and
CMC data sets. The t-values are higher than the t(ref) values for most of the cases except
those marked by the arrows.

Among the four methods, only kDMI and DMI can impute both numerical and cate-
gorical missing values. Therefore, we now compare the performance kDMI with only DMI
in terms of categorical imputation. Fig. 7 shows that kDMI performs better than DMI in
terms of RMSE and MAE for both Autompg and CMC data sets.

Table 3 presents the average execution time (in milliseconds) for 320 data sets for the
Autompg and CMC data sets. The experiments are carried out by using two different ma-



Table 2. Overall average performance on Autompg and CMC data sets

Evaluation Autompg CMC
Criteria kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS

R2 0.834 0.818 0.797 0.744 0.527 0.514 0.498 0.269
d2 0.949 0.942 0.932 0.909 0.834 0.811 0.799 0.699
RMSE 0.091 0.097 0.104 0.118 0.174 0.177 0.180 0.277
MAE 0.068 0.073 0.080 0.085 0.133 0.136 0.140 0.208

(a) R2 (b) d2

(c) RMSE (d) MAE

Fig. 5. Percentage of combinations for all data sets, where a method achieves the best result.

chines where Machine 1 is configured with 4 × 8 core Intel E7-8837 Xeon processors and
256 GB RAM, whereas Machine 2 is configured with Intel Core i5 processor having speed
2.67 GHz and 4 GB RAM. However, the experiments on a data set are done by using the
same machine for all methods. Here, kDMI takes less time than IBLLS on both data sets,
whereas it takes more time than EMI and DMI to pay the price of a significantly better
quality of imputation.

4 Conclusion

For imputing the missing values of a data set we propose a novel method called kDMI
which explores the best k nearest neighbor (k-NN) records of a record Ri having missing
value/s. The kDMI technique uses two levels of horizontal partitioning in a data set. In the



Fig. 6. t-test analysis on two data sets.

Fig. 7. Categorical imputation

first level it divides a data set into a number of horizontal partitions that are obtained by
the leaves of a decision tree. The records belonging to a leaf are generally similar to each
other. However, a decision tree built from a real data set generally has heterogeneous leaves
where a heterogeneous leaf contains the records with different class values (see Leaf 4 of
Fig. 1). Records with different class values are likely to be different. Moreover, the average
similarities of all records belonging to each class value within the leaves are higher than
the similarities of all records of the whole data set. The former similarity is also higher than
the similarity among all records belonging to each leaf (see Fig. 2).

Therefore, in order to achieving a higher imputation accuracy, we again partition a leaf
horizontally (i.e. the second level partitioning) in a way so that the records belonging to the
partition are the best k-NN records of a record Ri having the missing value/s. A suitable
value for k is determined automatically by our novel algorithm (see Algorithm 1). kDMI
finally imputes the missing values by applying an EMI algorithm on the best kNN records.

The effectiveness of using the two levels of horizontal partitioning is also reflected in
our initial experimental results. The experiments are carried out on two real data sets in or-
der to compare the performance of kDMI with three high quality existing methods namely
DMI, EMI, and IBLLS in terms of four evaluation criteria namely R2, d2, RMSE, and
MAE. The kDMI technique outperforms other methods for all 32 missing combinations
in terms of RMSE, and MAE on the Autompg data set (Table 1). According to the t-
test in Fig. 6, kDMI performs significantly better than other methods at p = 0.05. Table 3
shows that kDMI requires less computational time than IBLLS since kDMI searches a leaf,
instead of the whole data set, in order to find the best kNN records. Our future research
plans include the extensive experiments of kDMI on more data sets, and further improve-
ment of kDMI for reducing the time complexity.



Table 3. Average execution time (in milliseconds) of different methods on the two data sets.
Data set kDMI DMI EMI IBLLS Machine used

CMC 89,938 40,195 469 233,994 Machine 2
Autompg 6,826 2,215 18 8,861 Machine 1
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